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(:09).  Three questions from person: 1) Disclose full effects of technology:  "if I tell you 

full effects most of world would commit suicide. It will take hundreds of years even to 

understand what has been given. Like when man tried for hundreds of years to fly like 

bird. 3) Completing the mission of the prophets like Christ. People tried to take over the 

Foundation because they could make billion, but Keshe stopped them, they don't 

understand we want to get away from the billions. All the prophets fell short, the soul of 

the physicality got detached from the physicality. This is why Keshe keeps Foundation 

transparent and he lives comfortably and gives 20 hours a day to the work. (:25).  He's 

aware of two souls, one is physicality and other is connection with soul of physicality and 

soul as a creator. Doing best not to make a mistake between the two. He sees his anger 

when things do not go the way they should, and seen falling in love very easily through 

the heart of the man, but remaining with the purpose. At all time being in control to not 

make the mistakes of past prophets. The knowledge of the prophet has to be like the sun, 

continuous and forever. The mistakes of past prophets, they got incorporated into the 

physicality of the planet. That is the difference. The Belgians, Canadians, and Americans 

blocked the use of radioactive Gans and instead he showed without it. Plasma technology 

releases man from the state of the matter. We use the science to preach the correct way, 

bringing the soul and science together, we teach the ethos of the Universe so not to hurt 

yourself. (:31).  Can you suggest ways to understand easier?  It depends on the state of 

the individual. The creation is one, it depends on what part of it you want to accept. Can 

you recommend some kind of meditation? No ... you have to recognize the totality in 

everything you do. If you have been privileged to love another being then you can 

understand the totality. There is no need for physical dimension. No easy path, every man 

will take it according to his own intelligence. Why don't you do miracles? We have 

touched the soul of every being on this planet, so we don't need the school of thought.   

 

(:41).  Somebody asks the big Alien question, Reptilians , Draconian, manipulating 

humanity and evil groups. Steven Greer's work. Answer: In space we do not have bad and 

evil, unless they change and show their allegiance to Peace, whatever you are telling 

about evil ET's is a fairytale. If not you would see wars everywhere around the earth and 

Universe. Man is not allowed in because of the animal behavior of the man. We contain 

we do not interfere, contain a virus, man's behavior is a virus.  Evil ET's don't exist. 

Space is a Peaceful place. Evil is part of our own behavior, to justify ourselves. Robots 

have been developed to kill people.    What's going to happen. Man has become 

dependent on the microchip. Keshe has technology to neutralize them and put man back 

to cave. All chips are of plastic (C - H bond). Just need to create MG field for C - H, and 

all knowledge last hundred years gone. Man has no choice but to turn toward Peace.  The 

brain has a C - H bond. If the call of Peace is not answered, keshe can demonstrate 

power. World leaders meet on regular basis on islands. Rick this is not a joke, we give the 

last warning to world leaders. If your mental condition allows you to change. Next 

Tuesday offer package to whole human race. Introduce a new structure into the working 

of the man.   (1:04).    United Nations have no say, it's corrupted. Replace work with one 

soul of Man. The president must answer for Iraq and Libya etc. to the one nation council. 

In future take his name off.  There are no earlier visitors, we are here all along, even 

though not away of presence. We come to Earth to see how bad it can be. Right now 



there are millions among, "animals in fur coats waiting to devour each other".  Rick says, 

"we ask a tech question and get a spiritual answer and visa versa", Keshe sets him 

straight, but he doesn't understand. When you understand the structure of a body you call 

it Gans. The soul needs to know how the body works, you make the division. Example, 

you man the shoe wrong, damage leg, in pain, burden on society, etc., so you need to 

understand how things work.  

Can you convert O to H at room temperature and pressure, Yes. But go through Gans and 

Plasma state. You change position of plasma and what arises.  (1:22). Is it true Time 

doesn't exist, only 1 moment in Time? If you want H from Plutonium move it back 8 cm. 

The time it takes for H to move, is it? Time is the essence of the being. Time in space as 

humans look at it, doesn't exist. Always at 0 time according to where you are.  

Electrolysis, what does it mean?   When will Authorities okay cleanup of Fukoshima? 

Americans wont allow direct involvement with Keshe, even put a 4 year old girl in 

detention.   How many dimensions does Space have? Depends on what you call 

dimension. Space is strength dependent, you can dictate. Space has a dimension 

according to the position of the observer. In the first classes Keshe taught last year, he 

thought man was intelligent enough for the full teachings, but it was a huge mistake. It 

put the "fear of life" in them. All the teachings will be live, whatever you need will be 

taught. The purpose of the classes is not to teach, but to Enlighten, big difference. 

Knowledge Seekers.   Keshe is trying to pull out of the public arena, start to transfer now 

instead of waiting for him to pass away.  (1:45).  Division of Gans, the same as 

Supernova, the MG fields become unbalanced and divide. But you can control the 

conditions for this division. Not as in Fusion or bombarding the neutron, but by 

controlling the conditions of environment. It's done in body through B12, it converts the 

behavior of a Gans of Phosphorous into a Calcium, or visa versa. If you put a beam of X-

ray or a beam of neutrons into nucleus it explodes, this is physicality. In a plasma you 

have to take both Plasmatic Gravitational and magnetic fields and create a division. When 

body needs Nitrogen it looks for the nearness Gans of element which can divide. So N is 

(15/16) and Cu (63), so it divides Cu into 4 N. To create the conditions, dilute the 

strengths. The body converts according to environment and what's available. This is done 

by Parotid and other glands in the brain. (1:52).  Millions of people eat dirty food don't 

get sick, but you as outsider eat it and get sick, because you are not use to conversion 

method. In the Star Formation reactors, additional reactors added to create material 

according to conditions you create. Also for diseases, you replicate MG fields of disease 

and heal it within minutes. Create conditions through emotional part.  The knowledge is 

freely available outside this planet. Through the CO2 Gans can create the emotional 

experience of a Banana, you see and taste banana. In space you don't have to build a 

reactor for each substance, but instead give the emotional experience of eating a banana, 

much easier than creating an actual banana. For this you need to understand the work of 

the Star Formation and free plasma, then you'll understand the emotion, and the essence 

of the emotion within the free plasma. Then the SF can be anything you like. The 

behavior of the plasma according to environment.   This is why so much problems with 

injections, because you introduce a matter into the Gans of the blood. It creates changes, 

side-effects. Medicines can be custom built to the blood. Arman in China at factory 

without any confidentiality contract, completely open.  (2:14).    Low speed rotation (50 

to 100 rpm) can create more power, and it absorbs more of the plasma.  In the Health 



section people are experimenting with Gans, they need to do blood tests to monitor.  The 

plasma moves at the speed is natural to it. As the Gans looses its energy it gives Matter. 

Yes, there are huge amounts of turbulence in Plasma, just like on the sun.   (2:35). When 

Keshe worked at Queen Mary College reactor the field peaks were way outside the 

reactor, workers getting poisoned. In spaceship provide area where people of different 

field strengths can survive. Like fish can't survive in air.  You can fall in love with Alien 

but can't have children, so need to experience soul love. (2:46).  Keshe can control 

plasma with emotions, but he has different understanding. Keshe talks about his 

development, he gets impatient with injustices here on earth. You can elevate emotional 

connection. It's not meditation, which he says is only for the physical aspects of man. 

Rick and Vince, got some donations for flights to opening.   

 


